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This Financial Analysis Report serves as a financial instrument taking an 
introspective view into two dynamic companies in the retail and grocery industry. Both, 
Kroger and Costco Wholesale have consistently managed to maintain a reputable career as 
two large industrial organizations. These two companies have had a magnitude of success by 
their way of operations in such a competitive market. First, looking at each company's 
history and way of operations we discovered different strategies utilized between Kroger and 
Costco. Kroger, a supermarket chain centralizes on effective manufacturing and processing 
of foods sold in their various supermarkets. They experienced a 6. 35% sales growth from 
2017 and has become a national powerhouse in supermarkets. Utilizing financial principals 
attainted in classes I have taken in the business school, some key findings where we 
discovered that there is a close profit margins between the two companies, sustainability 
differences with operating profit margin and overall performance differences. Evaluating 
both companies with different rations, computations and accounting methods gave us the 
financial dataneeded to understand how each company operates and their areas of strengths 
and weaknesses. 
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Chapter 1: Company Introductions 
Chapter 1 introduces each company beginning as Kroger being a Grocery Chain 
Retailer, and Costco being a Wholesale Retailer. We see how both companies have 
stretched their efforts through expansion, effective management, and a robust 
business model. 
Kroger 
The Kroger Company grocery store food chain headquarters are in Cincinnati, OH, 
and dynamically serves as one of the world's largest retailers. Founded in 1883 by Bernard 
H. Kroger, as the Great Western Tea this national supermarket since the beginning has 
always been heavily interested in both manufacturing and the food industry. In the 1880's, 
Mr. Bernard Kroger did not realize the impact of him using life savings of $372.00 and was 
one of the first to revolutionize the grocery experience in America. His personal business 
motto was: "Be particular. Never sell anything you would not want yourself'. At that time, 
Mr. Barney did not realize the impact he would have in the business world starting the 
company. By 1885 it had four (4) stores and was directly managed and operated by Mr. 
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Bernard Kroger. Mr. Kroger had a clear understanding of how he would expand operations 
through shrewd buying, and by 1902 the store had forty ( 40) stores in Cincinnati. During 
this store expansion, the name changed as well and then later became The Kroger Grocery 
and Baking Company in 1902. The first big store extension was in 1912, when the grocery 
store bought 25 stores and the company saw a substantial amount of progress and growth 
during that period. Acquisitions have consistently played a key role in Kroger's growth over 
the years. In 1983, 100 years after the company's founding, Kroger merged with Dillon 
Companies Inc. in Kansas to become a coast-to-coast operator of food, drug and convenience 
stores. The biggest merger in Kroger's history came in 1999, when the company teamed up 
with Fred Meyer, Inc. in a $13 billion deal that created a supermarket chain with the broadest 
geographic coverage and widest variety of formats in the food retailing industry. The merger 
also enabled Kroger to generate huge economies of scale in purchasing, manufacturing, 
information systems and logistics. In an era when many larger mergers failed, the success of 
the Kroger-Fred Meyer merger stands out. 
Throughout its rich history, Kroger has served as a pioneer in the supermarket 
industry. During the 1930s, it was the first grocery chain to routinely monitor product quality 
and test foods offered to the customer. In 1972, Kroger became the first grocery retailer in 
America to test an electronic scanner. It was installed in a store in suburban Cincinnati, and 
visitors from around the country attended the event. Technology continues to play an 
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important role in Kroger's store operations today. For example, more than 1,600 Kroger 
stores now offer self-checkout, which allows customers to scan their own groceries and pay 
for them without ssistance from a cashier. Also, in the '70s, the company became the first 
grocer to formalize consumer research. Kroger soon was interviewing more than a quarter-
million shoppers each year to find out what they wanted in a supermarket. That feedback 
prompted Kroger to introduce unpackaged produce and service specialty departments such as 
delis. With dozens of manufacturing facilities and distribution centers around the country, 
Kroger also has one of the largest privately-owned truck fleets in the country. Trucks moving 
merchandise and supplies among our stores, warehouses and manufacturing plants log more 
than 100 million miles annually. The business principles that made the first Kroger store 
successful in 1883- service, selection and value - continue to guide the company's 
operations today. From one tiny grocery store in Cincinnati more than a century ago, Barney 
Kroger laid the foundation for what today ranks as one of the largest companies in America. 
Today, we see different types of Meat Markets in Kroger stores, and this comes from 
them buying meat markets during their early years, such as Nagel Meat Markets and Packing 
House. Having a meat department has continuously been a financial driving force for the 
company, and a competitive advantage against other local competitors. Since the beginning, 
Mr. Kroger established a keen eye for ways to gain profit and realized what the consumers 
wanted and provided it. The meat and bread market established by Mr. Kroger originally 
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was one of the first of its kind and had made a strong promise for the companies increase in 
income. 
After World War I, The Kroger Grocery and Baking Company continued to see 
thriving success financially and as a whole. The 1929 stock market was a huge shock wave 
for businesses and families. In 1928 Kroger had sold shares in the company and by the year 
1929 Kroger had over 5,000 stores. During the 1920's Kroger experienced a plethora of 
backlash from small businesses because they were seen as a threat to small merchants. An 
anti-chain store movement rose through newspapers, local businesses and communities. 
Kroger was demanding the attention and consummation of people during the time period and 
it weakened the growth and progress of small businesses. This would soon result in large 
chain store executives organizing to avert the anti-chain laws. 
Kroger experienced an uproot of drastic growth in stores, and by 1935 it had 50 
operating supermarkets. Shopping carts and frozen food circulate ubiquitously through 
Kroger Grocery stores today, and they were first introduced in 1930's. One of the biggest 
threats Kroger saw in its history during this time period was a bill introduced that impeded 
on chain stores with a punitive tax. This was followed by immense discrepancy and conflict, 
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that ended up not succeeding against Kroger, and other food chain stores during this pivotal 
time period. 
The Kroger Grocery Store and Baking company saw its name change in 1946, by Mr. 
Joseph Hall, the former chairman of the Kroger Company. The name would change to 
Kroger, and this was would also be a time where Kroger continued to experience growth and 
opened its first egg-processing plant. By 1952, Kroger sales nationally were at $1 Billion 
during a time when a large number of supermarkets started to arise. To continue to build its 
financial stamina Kroger started to strategically invest in drugstore businesses. By 1963, 
Kroger sales had reached $2 Billion and soon entered an age called the 'superstore age'. 
Hundreds of small supermarkets had been closing due to Kroger multifaceted approach to its 
business, and they were truly becoming a retail giant. 
During 1971 and 1974 Kroger was met with some strenuous challenges. It was a time 
where grocery stores saw a decline in profits and there were illegal business practices a 
violation transmitted by various supermarkets such as Southland Grocery Store. During this 
time period Kroger faced a series of legal battles of company practices and prices. A 
settlement out of court with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) helped the negative slope 
Kroger was facing become transitory. Subsequently, Kroger transitioned into an era of 
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exponential growth and managed to see more expansion in its supermarkets. Kroger 
continued to practice the art of acquisition and experienced more significant expansion. Now 
Kroger was considered as the second largest supermarket chain in the U. S. behind Safeway. 
Moving into the 1990's Kroger and several other major supermarkets saw an increase in 
competition. 
How does a major company respond to an immense amount of competition? Kroger 
knew that it would have to stay relevant in this industry and keep its customers motivated to 
shop at their stores, so Kroger kept its focus on reasonable prices for their customers. During 
the 1990's time period, Kroger was working resolutely to pay off debt under the direction of 
former CEO, Joseph A. Pilcher. A new strategy was enforced during his tenure as to pay off 
debt and-remain a supermarket force in a period where protecting market share and margins 
were imperative to each supermarket. By 1994 the debt from Kroger was at $3. 89 billion 
and a great amount was taken away. Investments Kroger had made helped the company not 
have an autonomous focus on paying off debt but continuing to expand and increase their 
number of supercenters. 
Operating today as one of the most successful retail companies with over 800 
convenient stores focusing on dairy products, bakery goods, deli items and other types of 
grocery products, Kroger continues to have an indelible mark on its customers. One key fact 
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is that with over 3,000 location, the grocery chain has yet to expand overseas which would 
put them in a diverse global market with more financial opportunities. Kroger has continued 
to expand with acquisitions and helped them enter new types of markets and mergers. 
Kroger is also one of the top gas station, pharmacy and jewelry stores in the country. Today, 
we see companies are having to continue to revamp and add value to their technology fields 
as continuous piles of innovation have been unraveled in numerous supermarket chains. 
Kroger has made investments not only in people, but also markets and communities that help 
them remain a top tier grocery. 
Costco Wholesale Corporation 
Costco Wholesale Corporation is a global retailer that specializes in brand-
merchandise and has been dedicated to bringing their customers quality service since 1976. 
Unlike Kroger, Costco operates as a membership-only warehouse club, unlike Kroger. 
Costco headquarters are located in Issaquah, Washington. Costco started out as a small 
business warehouse club that required its customers to pay an annual membership fee. 
Costco has three membership levels that it requires for potential customer; standard business, 
card membership, and executive level. For an individual or executive, the fee can vary, and it 
depends on the type of use the customer would like to have. The standard business fee is 
$45. 00 per year. Costco also has a card membership option, that requires a $45. 00 annual 
fee. The third membership level, is known as the 'Executive', has a $10-0. 00 annual fee and 
comes with numerous incentives for its members. This type of membership club where 
customers are eligible for discounted services and reduced rates on certain everyday items 
adds to the customer experience and competitive advantage. During this time that Costco 
started with a membership operation focus, in the west coast there were numerous 
membership warehouses. Since the company started out, Jeffrey H. Brotman has served as 
chairman of Costco, and James. D. has been the President of Costco. 
Costco Wholesale Corporation operated as a privately-owned warehouse membership 
base company until 1985 when it became a publicly owned company. Costco and Price Club 
merged together and became 'Price/Costco'. This merger was formed for Costco to have 
more financial capabilities in the warehouse market. This was a temporary name merger. In 
August of 1999 the name would change to Costco Wholesale Corporation. 
During the 1980' s Costco had a centralizing focus on how to expand their customer 
base and enhance the overall shopping experience with them. In a 1984 analysis, it was 
concluded that customers were paying on an average $95. 00 per their visit. This was an 
imperative to understand the spending habits of the customers and what type of products 
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your top sellers are. Costco began to revamp their merchandise options and became the first 
membership warehouse to offer certain food sections that intensified their demand and sales. 
Customers began to have more in-store warehouse visits, and by 1999 customers were 
returning to the store every ten (10) days. They began to have more returning customers 
within a shorter time window and saw its sales go up six (6) percent from 1995 to 2000. 
Costco was becoming a warehouse magnet and began to expand into new markets and 
warehouses at a rapid pace. 
Kroger, a grocery store supermarket offered a variety of affordable and discounted 
items for its customers during this time period where Costco's Discount Warehouse was 
finding success. How would Costco find a way to maximize its current potential as a 
shopping warehouse? As a warehouse, Costco operates in a self-service way from finding 
items and loading them into the customers vehicle. Kroger carries over 40,000 products in 
each of its stores, and they have a huge selection of items for its customers. Costco focuses 
on a limited number of items which helps them keep track of prices and continue to provide 
high demand items such as batteries and laundry detergent. In 1999 Costco's method of 
having high priority items and constant sales paid off as warehouses were pulling in over $80 
million per year. Costco began to continue to build its own line of with Kirkland Signature. 
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This supported them in diversifying their supplier base and over 10 percent of their products 
by 1999 were released with the Kirkland name. 
Today, Costco continues to add departments and move out from solely being a 
warehouse powerhouse that supplies discounted services. Their most successful internal 
department is their fresh-food department. Costco has also expanded their services and now 
have food courts, photo services, strong online e-commerce business and international gas 
station services. There have been recent financial struggles with the company that have 
resulted in profits to decline, but they continue to serve their over 10 million active members 
and cardholders. According to fortune. coin, there has been a larger presence of Costco in E-
commerce today and they are opening over 30 new warehouses per year. 
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Chapter 2 : Financial Analysis 
This chapter covers the financials of Costco and Kroger through means of financial analysis. 
Various financial ratios are used in the analysis. 
Quick Ratio: 
Liquidity ratio is more easily reported with the complete of current assets with current 
liabilities. This is a business that can be changed over into cash to pay your records are 
satisfactory assets, paying little mind to whether they are used to survey. The major 
segments of current assets are fused into the quick, fruitful, securities exchange, and records 
receivable. A low and/or decreasing quick ratio might be delivering several messages about 
a company. It could be telling us that the company's balance sheet is over-leveraged. Or it 
could be saying the company's-sales are decreasing, the company is having a hard time 
collecting its account receivables or the company is paying its bills too quickly. 
Quick ratio = ( current assets - inventories) / current liabilities, or 
= (cash and equivalents+ marketable securities+ accounts receivable)/ current 
liabilities 
By measuring the level of most liquid current assets available to cover current 
liabilities COSET shows declining responses for the 5-year coverage. The value in 2014 was 
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0. 59 and slowing declined to 0. 45 in 2018. Compared to Kroger, the company was at 0. 14 
in 2014 and went up to its peak in 0. 15 in 2016-17. But went back to 0. 14 in 2018. COST 
indicates that the company is fully equipped with sufficient assets that can be instantly 
liquidated to pay off its current liabilities better than Kroger. 
Current Ratio: 
Liquidity and capability that measures, limit of an association to pay its transitory 
responsibilities with its present assets measures the ratio of cash and execution. 
Current Ratio = Current Assets I Current Liabilities 
As we know that higher the Current Ratio higher will be the Liquidity of a company, 
so here see that-Kroger shows some declining response in the given 5 years as it value is 0. 
82% in 2014 which shifts down to O. 78% in 2018 while on the other hand the ratio of COST 
shows that it had a number of 1. 22% in 2014 while it shifts towards 1. 02% in 2018. 
Debt ratio: 
Debt Ratio (called debt-to-asset ratio) measures-the total debt-to-association ratio as a 
level of assets. It is figured by segregating the total of the debt by the total assets of the 
association. The higher the ratio, the more used association, infers a more conspicuous 
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money related danger. Meanwhile, use to build up the matter of contraptions, and many 
enduring for business credits 
Formula: Total Debt/total assets 
In this case the Debt ratio of Kroger is best as it starts from 2. 10 and it ends at 2. 26 
in 2014. With this information they had to pay more amount in the form of debt which is not 
a good sign. COST did not display their debt ratio. 
Inventory Turnover Ratio: 
Inventory turnover ratio is a relationship that shows how often an association's 
inventory is sold and exchanged for a time span. Duration in days and days that it takes to 
offer inventory accessible can be circled by condition to discover inventory turnover. It is 
figured as sales isolated by the typical inventory. 
Formula: (Inventory/cost of sales) *365 
The inventory turnover of COST was good as it shows value of 12. 04 in 2014 which 
it decreased to 11. 8 in 2018 while on the other hand the ITR of KR shows the value of 14. 
4 7 in 2014 while it increased to 14. 61 in 2018 so according to figure the KR is doing better. 
Asset Turnover Ratio: 
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Assets turnover ratio is a measure of the productivity assets of a business generates 
income. It quantifies the dollar measure of the revenue generated by one dollar of the 
organization's assets. 
Assets Turnover= Sales or total revenues / assets 
The asset turnover ratio of KR is 3. 66% in 2014 which decreased towards 3. 27% in 
2018 which is not a good sign but ifwe compare it with the COST it is not performing as 
good as it was expecting here it shows the starting value at 2014 is 3. 57% while it declines 
towards 3. 68% in 2018 so we can say that their assets are not in a position that get back 
some value to them, so they should think about it. 
Times Interest Earned: 
Times interest earned ratio of an association's ability to cover interest payable on the 
debt duties are showed up, conveyed as income before interest and evaluations divided by 
interest cost. The ratio is portrayed as a number rather than a rate, and imperative to figure 
the times interest earned data are found easily on the income of an association. 
Both companies didn't not display their Times Interest Earned. 
Profit Margin: 
The profit margin is a bit of the clarification behind the profit class. This income or 
sales disconnected by the ratio of net profit is discovered as net income. This relationship is 
also to check whether the association can manage its costs. 
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The Profit Margin of Kroger compared to Costco are equal because it shows irregular 
values in the given 5 years we can easily say that the value of Kroger in 2014 is 2% while it 
stays consistent to 2% through 2018 whereas the value of COST is 2% in 2014 which also 
stays constant 2% through 2018. 
Operating Profit Margin: 
Operating margin, or operating profit margin exercises is the ratio of the association's 
delayed consequences of direct costs and diminishment of overheads and charges and other 
indirect expenses, for instance, earlier, more liberal interests. 
Formula: Operating income/ Net sales 
The operating profit margin of any organization shows that how much they had 
ability to work out with their strategies in order to sustain or gain the-extra revenue from 
business here we see that KR shows some good results as it had 2 7,250 in 2014 while it 
increased to 2,085,000 in 2018, while on the other hand the profit margin of COST shows 
some negative response as its value is 3% in 2014 which is declined towards the ratio of 2% 
in 2018, so COST should think about this. 
Net Profit Margin: 
Net profit margin every single operating cost, interest, remaining after evaluation rate 
and supported stock dividends (yet not dividends on typical stock) has been deducted from 
the gross income of an association. 
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The equation to calculate net profit margin is: net margin = net profit / revenue. 
The net profit of COST shows some positive values as it increases from 1. 83 in 2014 to 2. 
21 in 2018 while KR is not performing good as it shows some unremarkable results as it is 0. 
02 in 2014 which is further increased to 2. 21 in 2018. 
Return on Total Asset: 
Return on asset is the ratio of yearly net income to the ordinary total assets of an 
association in the midst of a money related year. The net profit of the matter of saving 
measures in the use of the assets to produce. This is preference rate 
Formula: EBIT/Total netassets 
The owner always wants a good return from its company so here it was being fulfilled 
by the COST management as they show some good ROA as compared to KR, here we can 
observe that the ROA COST is 6. 52% in 2014 which is increased to 8. 14% in 2018 which 
shows that they performed well while on the other hand the value of KR shows some non-
remarkable points which shows that company may earn ROA of 5. 65% in 2014 which was 
shift towards 5. 09% in 2018. 
Return on Common Equity: 
Return on equity (ROE) is a measure of profitability that computes what number of 
dollars of profit an organization produces with every dollar of investors' equity. The return 
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on common equity, or ROCE, is defined as the amount of profit or net 
income a company earns per investment dollar. The investment dollars differ in that it only 
accounts for common shareholders. This is often beneficial because it 
allows companies and investors alike to see what sort of return the voting shareholders are 
getting if preferred and other types of shares are not counted. 
The return on common equity formula is as follows: 
Formula: Dividend per share / price per share 
In the ROE both the companies are going well as they have positive ratios, the Costco 
had values of 17. 84 % in 2014 to 26. 66% in 2018 while Kroger has value of 31. 7 6% in 
2014 to 27. 53% in 2018 so we can observe that the values of Kroger are much better as 
compared to Costco so they should think about this and re-plan their strategies. 
Cost of Debt: 
Cost of debt measures the interest a company pays on its current debt. Cost of debt 
can be calculated as before or after-tax rate. 
Formula= Using last year's fiscal year end divided by the latest two-year average debt 
to get the cost of debt. 
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As of January 2018, Kroger's interest expense is $601 million, and the total book 
value of debt is $14833 million. By dividing the interest expense by the total book value, 
you will get the percentage for KR cost of debt which equaled to 4. 05%. As of August 
2018, Costco's interest expense is $159 million, and the book value of debt is $6530 million. 
By dividing the interest expense by the total book cost value, you will get the percentage for 
COST cost of debt which calculated to be 2. 43%. It would make sense for KR to have a 
higher cost of debt percentage reasoning because of their higher accumulation of debt 
compared to COST. Also, KR shows more risk when investing in their capital oppose to 
COST in the year of2018 due to their higher amount of debt. 
After tax cost of debt 
Formula: rdAt = rdBT (1-T) 
rdAt = after tax cost of debt 
rdBT = cost of debt 
T= tax rate 
Kroger's cost of debt equal to 4. 05%, and as of March 2018 KR tax rate is 22% 
compared to a 33% tax rate that stood since 2016. After calculating using the formula 
provided KR after tax cost of debt rate equals to 3. 2%. Costco's cost of debt equal to 2. 
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43%, and as of September 2018 COST tax rate is 28. 40% compared to a 33. 48% tax rate 
just last year in 2017. After calculating COST after tax cost of debt equals to 1. 73%. KR 
shows an increase in their rdAt compared to 2016 because of the decrease in their tax rate. 
This affects their cost of capital by raising it a certain percentage compared to previous 
years. COST cost of capital mirrors KR (with different numbers) due to the same scenario of 
a decreased tax rate. 
Cost of Preferred Stock: 
A preferred stock is a class of ownership in a corporation that has a higher claim on 
its assets and earnings than common stock. Preferred shares-have a dividend that must be 
paid out before dividends to common shareholders. Each company has recorded zero 
dividend preferred stock thus this section does not apply to them. 
Cost of Equity: 
The cost of equity is the return a company requires to decide if an investment meets 
capital return requirements. Firms tend to use cost of equity as a capital budgeting guidance 
for required rate of return. A firm's cost of equity represents the compensation the market 
demands in exchange for owning the asset and bearing the risk of ownership. There are two 
formulas used to calculate cost of equity, the Dividend Growth Model and the Capital Asset 
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Pricing Model (CAPM). For these two corporations the CAPM formula will be used to 
determine each cost of equity because each company does not show a record of dividend 
preferred stock. 
Formula: risk free rate of return + Beta of asset ( expected return of the market - risk 
free rate of return) 
As of2018 KR cost of equity is 9. 45% and COST equals out to be 12. 73%. 
Compared to their cost of debt rate cost of equity will always have a higher rate due to its 
higher risk and the fact that it does not need repaid. Kroger has a better equity than Costco 
because the lower the equity rate the lower financial leverage, and the less debt used to 
finance its assets. 
W ACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital): 
Weighted average cost of capital (W ACC) is the average rate of return a company 
expects to compensate all its different investors. The weights are the fraction of each 
financing source in the company's target capital structure. J:here are two parts when 
calculating the W ACC: 
The first part of calculating W ACC is to estimate the weight equity. The weights in 
W ACC consist of finding the weight of equity and the weight of debt. 
Formula: weight of equity = E/ (E+D) 
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As of today the KR market value of equity is 23 906. 610 million and to calculate the 
market value of debt we will add the Current Portion of Long-Term Debt and Long-Term 
Debt and Capital Lease Obligation together. As of today KR Current Portion of Long-Term 
Debt was recorded as $2906 million and the Long-Term Debt and Capital Lease Obligation 
was recorded as $1192 7 million. KR total weight of equity is O. 61 71. Using the same 
formula to find the weight of equity for COST as of today Current Portion of Long-Term 
Debt was recorded as $97227. 510 million and the Long-Term Debt and Capital Lease 
Obligation was recorded as $6530 million. COST t-otal weight of equity is 0. 9371. 
Formula: weight of debt = D / (E+D) 
Just by replacing the first part of the equation with debt instead of equity KR weight 
of debt equals to 0. 3829 compared to COST weight of debt which is 0. 0629 
The second part of Calculating WACC: 
Formula= EN* Re+ DN *rd* (1-TC) 
E= market value of the firm's equity 
D= market value of the firm's debt 
Re= cost of equity 
Rd= cost of debt 
TC= tax rate 
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As of today, Kroger's WACC equals to 7. 33% compared to Costco's 12. 04%. The 
higher the W ACC means the higher risk associated with a firm's operations. Kroger is 
responsible to paying $0. 0733 for every dollar in extra funding to its investors and Costco is 
responsibfe for paying $0. 1204 to theirs. KR has a better standing in its WACC oppose to 
COST. The lower the WACC, the better. 
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Chapter 3: How Technology is impacting the Retail/Grocery Store Industry 
In a technological apocalypse retailer are seeing changes in how customers shop and 
think and are having to change their business practices to keep up with the change of times. 
The integration of technology has forced Costco and Kroger to step up and offer new 
attractive services to their long-time customers to stay reliable and notable. 
Technology is reshaping and transforming the way we receive and gather information. 
We see this change across various streams of networks. According to an Insight Article 
accessed on March 25th, 2019, it stated, "iTunes allows consumers to cobble together 
personal music libraries they can carry with them wherever they go, and Amazon gives 
shoppers access to an extensive selection of products, user reviews and personalized 
recommendations based on search and purchase history. Streaming services like Netflix and 
Hulu and devices like Apple TV allow users to access content whenever and wherever they 
want. In the consumer-packaged goods (CPG) industry, change has been more evolutionary 
than revolutionary, but digital is redefining what it means to "go" shopping. Lines between 
the physical and digital worlds are blurring." We are now seeing consumers of shopping 
centers finds ways to enhance and amplify the shoppers experience, through leveraging 
technological advancements. The world is swiftly evolving, and we are seeing innovation at 
its pinnacle. For grocery and retails to truly survive, they must maintain an edge but allowing 
the curtain of benefits to be presented at the customers doon;teps. Psychologically, shoppers 
are expecting to see incentives and benefits during their shopping experience in a digital and 
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technological way. Retailers are seeing exponential success and growth by leveraging 
technology to enhance the shopping experience and meet consumers' evolving desires. 
Innovation and the merger of technology is ubiquitously seen throughout grocery stores and 
retail chains today. The in-store shopping experience has met the gargantuan force of 
digitization. This technological pyramid is not only seen through Amazon, but also has 
' 
entered through grocery store arena. Kroger has now made investments and strides in 
technology in hopes of maintaining a sustainable consumer base. The constant change of 
technology is a constant threat to retail and grocery store chains. An evolving consumer 
landscape and the rise of Amazon. com, Inc, we can expect to see more and more tech 
advances and conveniences at your grocery store. Today's customers want to see more out of 
retailers and grocery store chains, and they must meet the demands of the consumer. 
Home Delivery 
Home delivery has become one of the cornerstones of the grocery store industry and it 
has become a territorial battle over efficiency of speed and prices. We are seeing numerous 
grocery chains starts to focus in on home delivery practices as a way to capitalize on 
customer experience and growth. The focus is on delivering to customer fresh produce and 
grocery items to their doorsteps. Grocery Chain Supergiant Walmart has delved into the 
home delivery market. According to TheStreet, accessed April 2nd, 2019, "Grocery giants 
such as Walmart has implemented home delivering_services and has intentions to expand to 
over 50% of homes near 2019." Employees are expected to commute from Walmart and 
delivery requested grocery items to customers in certain radiuses of the specific store 
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location. Walmart recently announced a partnership with August Homes, which will allow 
them to enter customers' homes and place groceries in their refrigerators. This is a powerful 
move and gives a helping hand to its diverse target audience that is growing! Kroger has also 
started Home Delivery services where you utilize your Kroger discount card and have same 
day delivery. Costco Wholesale Corporation entered through a strategic partnership with 
Tampa Bay Company, Shipt, which allows for them to facilitate home deliveries. The two-
day delivery program is for non-perishable items for orders more then $75.00. 
Home Delivery and the Impact with the Millennial Generation 
Millennials are often told, "we are the future" which has a become more than just a 
statement with platitude authority but a reality in numbers, and more specifically how we are 
affecting the dynamics of shopping in the 21st century. Millennials are honing in their online 
shopping at alarming rates, and becoming very comfortable for shopping online for 
groceries. Stores such as Amazon, who made headlines for purchasing Whole Foods, have 
ensured to make a connection with the millennials who are engaging in the convenience and 
accessibility of online grocery shopping. Through various studies, we are seeing that 
millennials are placing a domino effect on chains to be equipped to serve online shopping. 
According to FMI's 2017 U.S. Grocery Shopper Trends Report accessed on March 23rd , 
2019, the frequency-of online-only store channel shopping went from 28 percent in 2016 to 
43 percent in 2017. 
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Chart: Nielson.com "The Future of Grocery" accessed on April 3rd, 2019 
This graph represents the high volume of millennial participants and the transfer of focus to 
using online shopping. 
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Customer Analytics 
Grocery store chains are using customer analytics to transform the customer shopping 
experience. Kroger, the largest grocery chain in the U.S. with 2,800 stores, has been using 
their in-store cameras and sensors to gauge and track foot traffic of shoppers. This is helping 
Kroger understand the amount of people coming into their store, and also their times of peak 
and the demographics of shoppers. Kroger is one of the largest companies today that has 
leveraged he data analytics tool to analyze food purchasing data to get closer to its 
customers. According to Supermarketnews.com accessed on April 5th, 2019 "Kroger offered 
more than $3 billion worth of personalized offers to customers, the grocer said in its annual 
investors conference Oct. 11. Through these tech platforms, Kroger is also selling its 
customer insight products to consumer-packaged goods (CPO) companies. By collecting and 
analyzing data on customer behavior, Kroger hopes to entice customers to buy more." 
Kroger is one of several grocery chains using and putting money into the data analytics 
sphere to gain shopper insight. Employees are able to better serve the needs of their 
customers. According to an Oct. 10 report by commerce marketing tech firm Criteo CRTO 
and Forbes Insight, "four out of five brands and retailers consider customer data key to their 
strategy." 
Supply Chain Upgrades 
Prospectively, to meet the high demand of customers and provide an even more 
efficient way through Supply Chain Upgrades has capabilities of identically replacing 
products bought off the shelf. Target Corporation through their leadership and management 
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team has discussed this Supply Chain Mechanism, as a tool to replace identical items in a 
timely matter on a delivery truck. Supply Chain CEO, Brian Cornell in an interview with 
Medium.com, alluded to in a February meeting with analysts, a distribution model called 
order-to-shelf, in which each store gets individualized replenishment shipping at near-
lightning speed. Target has been working with companies on this venture to impact its 
customers through Supple Chain Analytics. Consulting Firm, MWPVL has made logistical 
proposals with target in hopes of developing a proficient automation program that will issue 
"delivery notes" based on orders purchased at stores; thereby allowing trucks to be on time to 
delivery products echoed off of customers' demands. 
Mobile Pay 
USAGE OF SHOPPING CHANNELS WORLDWIDE 
\Ill 
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Chart: steelkiwi.com Accessed on April 7th, 2019 
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!vfobile Pay in its early stages was first seen through V enmo and Paypal and has seen 
staggering growth in revenue sales driven through channels of Mobile Pay. Grocery Store 
Giants are using modernized techniques such as Mobile Pay to revolutionize the customers 
shopping experience. Modem customers are using mobile means to provide a seamless 
shopping experience with the integration and power of technology. Walmart, for instance, 
has had its own mobile pay platform for a year in selected stores. The Walmart pay program 
invites its customers to pay through their cellular devices. Through the Walmart mobile app, 
a customer can pay and use the phone's camera or QR code. Mobile pay is still working its 
way through the fabrics of customer usage at the counters. It has become a rapid way to pay 
and go without the hassle of customers having to enter their personal identification numbers 
at the registrars. The mobile payment method is in the arena of the data-driven market 
centralizing its focus on compelling customers to purchase the item they are looking to 
purchase. There are certain-benefits with using the mobile app such as rebates, financial 
security incentives, and cash back opportunities on retail purchases. Recently, Kroger 
launched a mobile payment that also offers rewards to customers debit card. In an article by 
'mobilepaymentstoday' accessed on March 25 th, 2019 CEO Gary Millerchip said, "Kroger is 
redefining the customer experience by creating innovative ways to pay at our stores and 
online." With now over 2,800 retail stores, Kroger is branding its way into the smartphone-
to-grocery shopping market, in hopes of speed the checkout at the point of sale. The Kroger 
Rewards debit card will connect to Kroger's checking accounts and offers rewards and 
bonuses such as fuel point discounts and purchase discounts. Costco Wholesale has accepted 
this challenge and now offers new payment options with Apple Pay in the Costco Wholesale 
checkout lines in U.S. locations. Costco Management on dark.com accessed May 28th, 2019 
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said, "We've added additional mobile payment options to make your next visit more 
convenient than ever. Costco members can now use Apple Pay, Google Wallet and Samsung 
Pay at U.S. Costco locations." Apple pay is now fully accepted at all Costco warehouses in 
the United States and at store checkouts. 
Check - Out Free 
Prospectively, the world may see a time in most grocery stores where when you come 
in you will see grocery stores, and no one there to check you out. The Amazon Go store has 
disrupted the retail industry with piloting a no checkout service in Seattle. This allows for 
customers to have a full shopping experience without having to touch a single check-out line. 
During an exclusive interview with NBC News, Amazon Go-Vice President said on NBC 
News accessed April 5th, 2019 "The just-walk-out technology is tracking that these items are 
leaving the shelf, and it's putting them in my virtual cart,". "And ifl put them back on the 
shelf, they come out of my virtual cart." As customers exit the Amazon Go stores, there cards 
are automatically charged, and has eviscerated the process of long checkout lines. Amazon is not 
in an autonomous boat with the no check out services. California Fresh Market, in San Luis 
Obispo, Calif., also prides itself through their mobile application offering a speedy no-
checkout process for its customers. Kroger launched a front-end-optimized pilot program 
called Scan, Bag, Go, which it plans to expand to 400 stores by middle 2019. Only the 
Cincinnati-area stores have the program now. Just like Amazon Go, the program trims 
checkout time by allowing customers to bag their products as they shop, account for each 
item by scanning, and then scan an additional register code to pay before they leave the store. 
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Chapter 4: Moving toward the Future with Kroger and Costco 
Chapter 4 opens the-door of Kroger and Costco to see how these retail giants are preparing 
for the future and in looking at what their plans to keep a strong consumer base in a hyper-
competitive market. 
Picture from Futurecar.com accessed on April 6th, 2019-
Kroger has launched a self-driving grocery delivery service in Houston as they are looking to 
redefine the customer shopping experience and take it to the next level. In a hyper-
competitive market where there is a very strong competition between companies and there 
are new companies merging in which makes is not possible for one single company to hold a 
competitive edge for a long time. This has compelled heavy weight retailers to invest into 
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technology to engage with all shoppers in the market. Kroger has capitalized in the Houston 
Market, with its self-driving car. According to Population USA accessed on April 2nd, 2019, 
"Houston is the biggest city by population in the state of Texas with population over 2.3 
million, which accounts for 8% of the state population. It also ranks the 4th most populated 
city in US after New York City, Los Angeles and Chicago. The city was named after former 
General Sam Houston, who was president of the Republic of Texas. It is also known as 
"Space City". Shoppers in Meyerland, near Texas Southern University live in ZIP codes 
77401 and 77096 can order groceries through the company's website and have their 
purchases pull up in a self-driven Prius. Kroger is currently making plans to bring this 
autonomous delivery service to the Buffalo Speedway store later in the year. This program 
will move to a new city wide as it plans to expand. Houston has been through years of 
'grocery wars' between several companies, and the launch of the driverless vehicle 
intensifies the war. In August of 2017, Amazon acquired Whole Foods for $13.7 billion 
which ushered shockwaves throughout the grocery business, prompting competitors such as 
Walmart, H-E-B and Kroger to engage in a fierce technological arms race to offer ever more 
convenient grocery pickup and delivery options to draw shoppers. More specifically, 
Walmart, the nation's largest retailer, last year began delivering services in Houston with 
singular delivery services in Houston and is exercising vehicle pilot programs with robust 
plans to bring the technology to the Bayou City. The Bentonville, i\rk. -based company 
recently announced plans to deploy autonomous robots at several local stores to scrub floors, 
scan shelves and unload delivery trucks. In 2018, Texas Giant, H-E-B acquired Austin-based 
delivery company favor building a technology and innovation chain with self-checkout and 
mobile app at several Texas stores. 
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In January of 2018, Kroger partnered with Nuro, a Mountain View, Calif. -based self-
driving delivery startup, to develop a futuristic grocery delivery service. Nuro was founded 
by Google veterans to make autonomous vehicle deliveries affordable for the mass 
consumer. The Kroger-Nuro has launched a pilot program making it more accessible to 
deliveries to more than 2,000 Houston residents in certain zip code radiuses. There is a 
delivery service fee attached to the orders of $5.95 per delivery. With this offering, there are 
no minimum order requirements and customers who are receiving the items must provide a 
"transaction code" which unlocks the compartments holding the ordered products. Customers 
are sent a text message when groceries arrive and can retrieve their groceries. According to 
progressive grocer accessed on April 7th, 2019, "Nuro's autonomous vehicles will have a 
safety operator at the driver's seat who can take control in case of emergencies, as well as a 
co-pilot monitoring the technology." Houston-is a vibrant and growing hub of population, 
businesses and strategic partnerships that is a great place for a self-driving delivery system. 
The Kroger-nuro partnership is expected to see continued expansion across the Houston area, 
to a second store in the Buffalo Speedway area. According to an article produced by Fox 
News accessed on April 7th, 2019, "the autonomous Priuses will be replaced by Nuro's all-
electric and truly driverless delivery vehicle, which features a top speed of 25 miles per hour 
and is capable of holding 12 or 20 grocery bags. Customers use a unique code to unlock the 
vehicle to pick up their groceries. Nuro's Mitchell did not give a timeline-for when the new 
vehicles will debut in Houston. Kroger has identified 12 to 14 local stores for expansion. The 
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company, which has 105 stores in the Houston area, envisions automated deliveries will 
expand to stores nationwide". 
Kroger is talcing a great step introducing itself autonomous vehicle, as a way to 
provide excess benefits to retailers and customers, freeing up parking space and cutting down 
on traffic congestion. A driverless car in today's time is very attractive, but there are some 
fears and safety concerns as we are seeing the influx of automation replacing human drivers. 
With the Kroger driverless vehicles now on the shelves at stores at the doorsteps of homes. 
Costco Wholesale 
In 2019, Costco Wholesale is focusing on its integration with its stores expansion and 
entering the e-commerce rail. Costco is expecting to expand 23 warehouse clubs, with its $3 
billion capital spending program. As we are now in April of 2019, Costco had added 13 new 
club stores, and has opened relocations. Through 2022 according to Grocery Business 
accessed on March 27th," Costco stores are proposed or planned, with estimated openings 
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through 2022 in Patterson, N.Y.; Branford·and Clinton, Conn.; Ridgeland, Miss.; 
Mooresville, N.C.; Bluffton, S.C.; Athens and Sharpsburg, Ga.; University City, Mo.; 
Meridian, Idaho; Cherry Hill, N.J.; Cranston, R.I.; Pleasanton, Napa and Murietta, Calif.; and 
Dallas, McKinney, Sherman and El Paso, Texas." These expansions have thrifted success in 
sales at Cotsco's. With the opening of its new stores it is expected to experience exponential 
growth in sales, store traffic, and e-commerce sales. With a sign of retail apocalypse Costco 
main remain proactive as we see sweeps of stores closing down. Adding stores is one the 
plans transmitted by several other retail giants, as stores are facing immense bankruptcy. The 
physical growth strategies are ways to keep cash flowing in and fight against the uphill battle 
with being a member of the retail industry. 
E-commerce sales have increased by 26.6% and have had a power robust through 
overall sales of 10% equated to around $34.3 billion. Costco is seeing powering numbers 
through its fresh produce sales and are captivating on certain geographic landscapes to widen 
their delivery process. Over the-last decade, Costco has proven its resiliency on a competitive 
boat. I believe that Cotsco needs to continue leveraging their e-commerce, especially when it 
comes to grocery delivery, as this can be a force of strength for them over the next few years. 
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Chart: Costco 2019 Stats by Yahoo Finance accessed on April 9th, 2019 
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Expected EPS Growth-Helps us understand a company's profit to each share of 
common stock. This metric is big for investors as they are choosing a specific stock to 
purchase. 
Expected Revenue Growth-This looks at a company's earnings based on revenue 
and dividend earnings which tells us a firm's growth for the future and helps us make certain 
predictions for the future. 
Forward earnings multiple - Most relative value on a company's earnings come from 
FEM and gives us access to make interpretations on a company's value. 
Expected 5- year annualized growth rate -This explains how returns for a company 
can rise or fall in a certain value over a certain period of time. 
We can conclude from the presented chart above that Costco's investors are in demand 
during 2019, because of the spike in revenue growth. Recently, Costco added new products 
into new areas, and saw their numbers increase as a growth driver. 
Another area for focus for Costco is its membership program. Costco has a 
membership customer focus program with various benefits such as; deals on vacations, 
pricing code deals, online sales for members, and discounted gift cards for its members. 
Costco has proved its worth and customer satisfaction through its staggering 90% renewal 
ratings according to the Motley Fool. The membership tool is being accessed more 
frequently by the wide and &iven millennial generation, who sees it as a plus against mega 
giants in the market such as Amazon, that has grasped a lot of attention from this generation. 
Costco continues to impress investors and serve its customers through warehouse and 
product expansion. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
There is a competition in every field of life, and one cannot survive if it does not 
change itself according to the era requirement. Today, there is a game of uniqueness and 
individuality in the market that can be achieved by good and honest management of the 
organization and the proper facilities given to the industry by the Government. Here I 
compared the inner workings of the two big industrial organizations Kroger (KR) and Costco 
(COST). These retail giants are competing one another in a good manner, and it is not easy 
to say that one is totally good and the second is not performing as adequately, so here the 
COST is performing good in certain fields such as; Current Ratio, Cost of debt and Quick 
Ratio. which is the shortest tool to get the picture of a reputed organization in which COST 
is performing good as compared to KR whereas in some fields KR is also performing good 
like Profit Ratio, Return on Asset, Cost of equity and ha-s an overall better W ACC. But, if 
we must point out a best organization overall then I think COST is performing good as their 
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